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About Us
At BIGWIGS, we set excellence as our standard.
To maintain a competitive edge in a constantly
growing market, we offer nothing but the best
customer service to our clients. We agree to all
commitments that encourage growth and
facilitate advancement. Our success stems from
the unity within our team that strives to achieve
all-in-one solution to revolutionize and simplify a
wide variety of business functions. Our goal is to

offer a cost effective strategy for you to expand
your business capabilities without the risk of
heavy investment and infrastructure.
Your Product, Our Customer Services
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MISSION
Our mission is to leverage our expertise in composite
products to deliver high quality services inspired by creativity
and innovation. We dream to be the go-to BPO organization
that tailors our services to match our client requirements in
the most effective way.

VISION
Our vision is to become the standard of excellence in customer
services and inspire other brands to do the same. We envision
to provide the best services and use effective strategies to

inspire and implement solutions to various business needs.
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Key of Success
HOW

We agree to all commitments being open to advancement. We have faith in the unity
within our group by giving assistance with executing new thoughts. We build up objectives

and afterward execute them. We endeavor to make our items open and solid. So, if we
outline our qualities in a couple of words, it will be Integrity, Respect, Professionalism,
Innovation with commitment.

Respect
Commitment

Professionalis
m
Integrity

Innovation
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R&D and Data
Verification
BIGWIGS TECHNOLOGIES
guarantees high accuracy and
reliability of verified data from
service provider. To edit and
update the recent changes in the
client information, high-tech
software systems and applications
are used to match against external
reference files from leading data
providers. BIGWIGS provides a

resource pool of accountable and
capable experts who facilitate
excellent data verification and
validation services.
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Transcription, Translation &
Voice Over Services
BIGWIGS provides high quality, professional and multilingual voice-over services in over 75 languages to enable
companies to make the most of the online presence in various geographies. We have extensive knowledge and expertise
in handling multi-language voice over projects from transcription, translation, selection of voice talents and artists, to
production and testing of high-quality voice over's. Expertise in TAMIL & ENGLISH languages.
Our end-to-end Voice Over Services includes:
Transcription

BIGWIGS - Voice Over Expertise Areas

Voice Over Dubbing
Subtitling
Video Layout
Animations
Voice Replacement
Narration
Proofreading
Testing

TV Commercials
E-Learning
Film Dubbing
Cartoon
Video Games
Documentaries
Webcasts
Training
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Build Targeted
List
BIGWIGS take immense pride in providing
resources and services to build targeted list. We
also offer communication services with larger
audience including - B2B email lists, constructing a
customer mailing list, etc. Our services generate
ready-to-use data summaries and reports that can
be utilized directly for your objective. These
reports save time and promotes transparency by
utilizing verified information to respond to the
queries and concerns of your client.
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BIGWIGS TECHNOLOGIES
21-A , 2ND FLOOR,
VARAGANERI STREET ROAD,
OPPOSITE VASAN MEDICAL HALL,
GANDHI MARKET,
TRICHY-620018, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
PH: +91-9344769914 | Web: www.bigwigstech.com
Mail: info@bigwigstech.com | vignesh@bigwigstech.com
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